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Abstract

This work focuses on the half-duplex (HD) relaying based on the generalized quantize-and-

forward (GQF) scheme in the slow fading Multiple Access Relay Channel (MARC). We consider

the case that the relay has no channel state information (CSI) of the relay-to-destination link. Relay

listens to the channel in the first slot of the transmission block and cooperatively transmits to the

destination in the second slot. In order to investigate the performance of the GQF, the following steps

have been taken: 1)The GQF scheme is applied to establish theachievable rate regions of the discrete

memoryless half-duplex MARC and the corresponding additive white Gaussian noise channel. This

scheme is developed based on the generalization of the Quantize-and-Forward (QF) scheme and

single block with two slots coding structure. 2) as the general performance measure of the slow

fading channel, the common outage probability and the expected sum rate (total throughput) of the

GQF scheme have been characterized. The numerical examplesshow that when the relay has no

access to the CSI of the relay-destination link, the GQF scheme outperforms other relaying schemes,
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e.g., classic compress-and-forward (CF), decode-and-forward (DF) and amplify-and-forward (AF).

3) for a MAC channel with heterogeneous user channels and quality-of-service (QoS) requirements,

individual outage probability and total throughput of the GQF scheme are also obtained and shown

to outperform the classic CF scheme.

I. INTRODUCTION

Although the general capacity of a static relay channel is still unknown, it is a well

known fact that relaying can benefit a conventional point-to-point communication channel

by cooperating with the transmitter [1], [2]. Moreover, it is also proved that the relaying can

improve the sum achievable rates for a multiple access channel [3]–[5]. The fundamental

relaying schemes are based on decode-and-forward (DF) and compress-and-forward (CF).

The CF based schemes are not limited by the decoding capability of the relay, and therefore

they can be beneficial in cases where the relay is closer to thedestination than to the source.

Different variations of the CF based scheme have been investigated in [6]–[10].

In a slow fading wireless relay channel, the system outage probability can be decreased

significantly by the diversity offered from the relaying [11], [12]. Motivated by the practical

constraint that relay cannot transmit and receive simultaneously in a wireless communication

chanel [11], [13], a slow fading Half-Duplex MARC (HD-MARC)(shown in Fig. 1) is

considered in this paper. In particular, a block fading channel where the channel coefficients

stay constant in each block but change independently from block to block is studied. In

addition, it is assumed that the channel state information (CSI) is not available at the

transmitter side. Specifically, the destination has complete CSI and the relay has only the

CSI of the source-to-relay link.

The DF based schemes has been investigated over the slow fading MARC in [14]. The

CF based schemes were shown to outperform the DF based schemes when the relay has the
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Fig. 1: Message flow of the HD-MARC.

complete CSI of the channel [15], [16]. However, the perfectCSI at relay is generally too

ideal. When the critical delay constraint exist in the wireless channels, the relay may not be

able to obtain the CSI accurately. The CF-based schemes are not efficient in a slow fading

environment when the relay has no access to the complete CSI [17]. In [17], a quantize-

and-forward (QF) scheme based on Noisy Network Coding (NNC)[8] that applies a single

block and two-slot coding structure, has been studied for a fading half-duplex relay channel

(HDRC). In order to study the slow fading HD-MARC, a generalization of the QF scheme,

the generalized quantized-and-forward (GQF), is proposed. Compared with the QF scheme,

the proposed GQF scheme not only adopts the single block two slots coding structure but

also takes into account the effect of the interference caused by the other message at the relay.

Unlike the classic CF scheme, the GQF scheme only requires a simplified relay in the sense

that no Wyner-Ziv binning is necessary. Also in the destination decoder, the GQF scheme

uses the joint decoding instead of sequential decoding. As shown in this work, when the relay

has no access to the CSI of the relay-destination link, the GQF can regain the advantage of

using the CF based schemes.

In this work, we have generalized the QF scheme to the HD-MARC. Unlike the 3-node



relay channel in [17], the GQF scheme now takes into account of the multi-user interference

presented at relay. Moreover, without CSI of relay-destination link available at relay, the

GQF scheme performs almost as good as the CF scheme with perfect CSI at relay in the

slow fading channel. From this point, the GQF scheme is more practical since the CSI of

the ongoing channel is not always available.

From the engineering perspective, the result from this workcan be applied (but not limited

to) in the following two systems: 1) a multiuser cellular system with a cheap cost relay.

Applying the GQF scheme at relay, no need of the CSI of R-D at relay, the probability of

outage is greatly reduced compared to other relaying schemes. 2) a wireless sensor network

where the relay is helping the communication between the sensor nodes to the data sink.

Adding the cheap cost relay and use GQF scheme can improve thefading performance thus

reduce the energy consumed by the sensor nodes.

The main contributions and the paper contents are summarized in the following:

1) In order to study the GQF scheme over the slow fading HD-MARC, the static channel

has been characterized first. The achievable rate regions ofthe discrete memoryless

half-duplex MARC and the corresponding additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)

channel are established based on the GQF scheme and the classic CF scheme. The

performance comparison between the GQF scheme and the CF scheme is also discussed

and shown with numerical example. It is shown that the GQF scheme can provide

similar achievable rates while only a simplified relay (no binning necessary) is required.

2) Based on the achievable rates, the common outage probability and expected sum rate

of the GQF scheme are derived and compared to the classic CF scheme and other

common relaying schemes ( AF [11], [18] and DF [19]). It is shown by the numerical

examples that, without relay-to-destination CSI at relay,the GQF scheme outperform

the other schemes and can regain a large portion of the benefitprovided by the CF-based



schemes (with perfect CSI at relay) over DF-based schemes inthe selected topology.

3) In practice, each user in a MAC may have different quality-of-service (QoS) require-

ment [20]. Similarly, for a two-user MARC, the destination failing to decode one of the

source messages may not affect the other user’s QoS requirement (message decoded

successfully by the destination). Therefore, the individual outage related performance of

the GQF scheme has also been discussed in terms of the individual outage probability

and expected sum rate. The numerical examples are given to demonstrate the differences

between the common and individual outage as well as the advantage of the GQF

scheme.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Half-Duplex Multiple Access Relay Channel

A two-user half-duplex multiple access relay channel is considered in this paper as shown

in Fig. 1. In particular, two sourcesS1 andS2 wish to send information to one destination

D with the help a relayR. Assume that each communication block length isl channel uses

and divided into two slots. The lengths of the first and the second slot aren andm channel

uses, respectively. In the first slot, bothS1 and S2 broadcast their messages toR and D.

In the second slot,S1 andS2 keep transmitting toD while R cooperates by transmitting to

D as well. Denotexn
i1 and xm

i2, as the transmitted sequences bySi in the first and second

slot correspondingly, andxm
R as the transmitted sequence byR in the second slot, where

xk
ij = [xij,1, xij,2, · · · , xij,k] andxk

R = [xR,1, xR,2, · · · , xR,k] for i, j ∈ {1, 2} andk ∈ {n,m}.

The received sequences at the destination in the first and thesecond slots are denoted asynD1

andymD2, respectively, and received sequence at the relay isynR in the first slot.



B. Static Channels

We consider two channel models. In the discrete memoryless channel case, the source

output takes discrete values. In the Gaussian channel case,the source outputs are continuous

values generated according to a Gaussian distribution. In both cases, the source is memoryless,

i.e., the value of the source output at any given time is independent of the values at other

times. These two static channel models are described as follows:

1) Discrete Memoryless Channel: In the discrete memoryless HD-MARC, all random

variables take value from discrete alphabets. Each sourceSi, i = 1, 2 chooses a message

Wi from a message setWi = {1, 2, . . . , 2lRi}, then encodes this message into a length

n codeword with an encoding functionfi1(Wi) = Xn
i1 and a lengthm codeword with an

encoding functionfi2(Wi) = Xm
i2 , finally sends these two codewords in the corresponding

slots. RelayR employs an encoding function based on its receptionY n
R in the first slot.

Each destination uses a decoding functiongi(Y
n
i1 , Y

m
i2 ) = (Ŵ1, Ŵ2) that jointly decodes

messages from the receptions in both slots. The channel transition probabilities can be

represented by

pY n
R
Y n
11
Y n
21
|Xn

11
Xn

21
(ynR, y

n
11, y

n
21|x

n
11, x

n
21) =

n∏

i=1

pYRY11Y21|X11X21
(yR,i, y11,i, y21,i|x11,ix21,i) (1)

pY m
12

Y m
22

|Xm
12
Xm

22
Xm

R
(ym12, y

m
22|x

m
12, x

m
22, x

m
R ) =

m∏

i=1

pY12Y22|X12X22XR
(y12,i, y22,i|x12,ix22,ixR,i). (2)

for both slots. A rate pair(R1, R2) is called achievable if there exists a message set, together

with the encoding and decoding functions stated before suchthat Pr(Ŵ1 6= W1 ∪ Ŵ2 6=

W2) → 0 when l → ∞.

2) Gaussian Channel: In this case, the noise at each receiver is an additive white Gaussian

(AWGN) random variable. The signal at each receiver is modeled as the faded transmitted



signal corrupted by an AWGN component:

ynD1 = h1Dx
n
11 + h2Dx

n
21 + znD1 (3)

ynR = h1Rx
n
11 + h2Rx

n
21 + znR (4)

ymD2 = h1Dx
m
12 + h2Dx

m
22 + hRDx

m
R + zmD2 (5)

where the channel coefficienthij for i ∈ {1, 2, R} andj ∈ {R,D} is real constant. The noise

sequences ofznD1, z
m
D2 and znR are generated independently and identically with Gaussian

distributions with zero means and unit variances. In order to clarify the CF based relaying

schemes, define the auxiliary random variableŶR as the quantized signal of relay’s recetption

YR, i.e., ŶR = YR +ZQ, whereZQ is the quantization noise and is an independent Gaussian

random variable with zero mean and varianceσ2
Q. The transmitters have power constraints

over the transmitted sequences in each slot as1
n

∑n

i=1 |xj,i|
2 ≤ Pj for j ∈ {11, 21} and

1
m

∑m

i=1 |xk,i|
2 ≤ Pk for k ∈ {12, 22, R}, where|x| shows the absolute value ofx.

C. Fading Channels

Follows the similar notation of [17], denote the channel coefficient vector

h := [h1D, h2D, h1R, h2R, hRD]. (6)

In this work, a block Rayleigh fading model is considered. Therefore, all the elements ofh are

assumed to be mutually independent and circularly symmetric complex Gaussian with zero

means and variancesσ2
ij . They are constants within each block but change independently over

different blocks. The noise sequenceszn11, z
m
12 andznR are also circularly symmetric complex

Gaussian with zero means and unit variances. Motivated by the practical applications, the

source nodes have no CSI, i.e. no knowledge ofh. Hence, each of them can only use a

coding scheme with fixed rateRi, i ∈ {1, 2} to send messages. The relay has only receiver
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Fig. 2: Achievable rate region of a 2-user MARC conditioned on channel state

side CSI meaning onlyh1R and h2R are available. The destination knowsh and therefore

has complete CSI.

In Fig. 2, the achievable rate regions of a two-user MARC conditioned on the channel state

is shown as the region 4 (bounded by two axis and the points C,D,E,F). The instantaneous

achievable rate of a certain relaying scheme within a block of transmission is described as

IW,j(h), wherej ∈ {1, 2, sum} andW denotes the relaying scheme.IW,j(h) is fixed for each

block but a random entity determined byh within the entire transmission. In the following,

the outage and the region of probabilities are taken over therandom vectorh.

1) Common outage probability and expected rate: Similarly as [20], [21], the common

outage probability is defined as the probability that the chosen fixed rate pair(R1, R2) lies

outside the achievable rate region, givenh:

Pout,common(R1, R2) = Pr{R1 +R2 > IW,sum(h) or R1 > IW,1(h) or R2 > IW,2(h)}. (7)

The system throughput or the expected sum rate is defined as in[17] and [20]:

R̄common(R1, R2) = (R1 +R2)(1− Pout,common(R1, R2)). (8)

The common expected rates can be obtained once the common outage probability is deter-

mined. Hence, section III will focus on the common outage probabilities.



2) Individual Outage of the MARC: The individual outage event for a given user, sayS1,

is defined as the messageW1 can not be decoded correctly at the destination, irrespective

the successful decoding of the messageW2. According to Fig. 2, the common and individual

outage probabilities can be described as:

Pout,indiv1(R1, R2) = Preg,1 + Preg,3 (9)

Pout,indiv2(R1, R2) = Preg,2 + Preg,3 (10)

Pout,common(R1, R2) = 1− Preg,4 = Preg,1 + Preg,2 + Preg,3 (11)

wherePreg,i, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 denotes the probability of the rate pair(R1, R2) lies within the

region i. Then the expected sum rate based on the individual outage probability is

R̄indiv(R1, R2) =R1(1− Pout,indiv1(R1, R2)) +R2(1− Pout,indiv2(R1, R2)). (12)

III. A CHIEVABLE RATES IN THE STATIC CHANNELS

To study the performance of the proposed GQF scheme over the slow fading channel, the

achievable rates for both discrete memoryless and the AWGN HD-MARC are derived.

A. Achievable rates in the Discrete-Memoryless Channel

The GQF scheme is an essential variation of the classic CF. InGQF, relay quantizes

its observationYR to obtain ŶR after the first slot, and then sends the quantization index

u ∈ U = {1, 2, · · · , 2lRU} in the second slot withXR. Unlike the conventional CF, no Wyner-

Ziv binning is applied by the relay, which simplifies the relay operation. At the destination,

decoding is also different in the sense that joint-decodingof the messages from both slots

without explicitly decoding the quantization index is performed in GQF scheme.



The following theorem charactrize the achievable rate region for the discrete memoryless

HD-MARC and its proof presents the detailed coding implementation of the GQF scheme:

Theorem 1: The following rate regions are achievable over discrete memoryless HD-

MARC based on the GQF scheme:

R1<βI(X11; YD1, ŶR|X21) + (1− β)I(X12; YD2|X22, XR) (13)

R1 +RU<β[I(X11, ŶR; YD1|X21) + I(X11; ŶR)] + (1− β)I(X12, XR; YD2|X22)(14)

R2<βI(X21; YD1, ŶR|X11) + (1− β)I(X22; YD2|X12, XR) (15)

R2 +RU<β[I(X21, ŶR; YD1|X11) + I(X21; ŶR)] + (1− β)I(X22, XR; YD2|X12)(16)

R1 +R2<βI(X11, X21; YD1, ŶR) + (1− β)I(X12, X22; YD2|XR) (17)

R1 +R2 +RU<β[I(X11, X21, ŶR; YD1) + I(X11, X21; ŶR)]

+(1− β)[I(X12, X22, XR; YD2), (18)

whereβ = n/l is fixed and

RU > βI(YR; ŶR), (19)

for all input distributions

p(x11)p(x21)p(x12)p(x22)p(xR)p(ŷR|yR). (20)

Proof: :The detail of the proof can be found in the Appendix.

Remark 1: The major difference between the GQF scheme and the classic CF scheme

applied in [4] is that relay does not perform Wyner-Ziv binning after quantize its observation

of the sources messages. Moreover, in GQF the destination performs one-step joint-decoding

of both messages instead of sequentially decoding.

The achievable rate regions based on the classic CF scheme are shown for references.



Theorem 2: The following rate regions are achievable over discrete memoryless half-

duplex MARC based on the classic CF scheme:

R1 < βI(X11; YD1, ŶR|X21) + (1− β)I(X12; YD2|X22, XR) (21)

R2 < βI(X21; YD1, ŶR|X11) + (1− β)I(X22; YD2|X12, XR) (22)

R1 +R2 < βI(X11, X21; YD1, ŶR) + (1− β)I(X12, X22; YD2|XR), (23)

subject to

β[I(YR; ŶR)− I(YD1; ŶR)] < (1− β)I(XR; YD2) (24)

whereβ = n/l is fixed, for all the input distributions as in (20).

Proof: Due to the similarity of CF and GQF schemes, the detailed proof is omitted. Note

that the classic CF scheme has been modified to fit the HD MARC channel. Now the relay

quantizes the received signal with rateRU after first slot, applies the Wyner-Ziv binning to

further partition the set of alphabetsU into 2lRS equal size bins and sends the bin indexS

with XR(s) in the second slot. The destination performs successive decoding, i.e. sequentially

decodes the bin index̂s ∈ S, quantization index̂u ∈ B(ŝ) with the side information and

finally the source messages(ŵ1, ŵ2) ∈ (W1,W2) jointly from both slots reception.

Remark 2: The GQF and the classic CF schemes generally provide different achievable

rate regions. Note that the achievable results (21)-(23) should have (24) hold, which means

the relay-destination link is good enough to support the compression at relay to be recovered

at destination. In theorem 1, the individual rateR1 is determined by the minimum of (13) and

(14), where we have applied (19) into (14). Given (24) satisfied in theorem 1, the right-hand

side of (14) is greater than the right-hand side of (13). In such case,R1 is only determined

by (13). As (13) is the same as (23), the GQF scheme and the CF scheme lead to the same

individual rateR1. Similarly, both schemes also result the same ratesR2 andR1+R2. In other

words, if (24) holds, both GQF and CF schemes have the same achievable rates. Therefore,



when (24) holds and a simplified relay is not required, eitherthe CF or the GQF scheme can

be applied in the HD-MARC. On the other hand, if a low-cost simplified relay is preferred

or (24) does not hold, the GQF scheme is a superior choice.

B. Achievable rates in the Gaussian Channels

When the relay node knows only the CSI of the source to relay (S-R) link in a gaussian

half-duplex relay channel, extending the achievable rate results from the discrete memoryless

channel to the gaussian channel are not straightforward as shown in [17]. To overcome this

problem, a discretization approach has been proposed in [17]. In this paper, since the relay

node has only the CSI of the two sources to relay link as well, the discretization approach

is adopted to HD-MARC and applied to derive the achievable rates of the GQF scheme.

Proposition 1: The following rate regions are achievable for the Gaussian HD-MARC with

the GQF scheme, for which the relay node has only the CSI of S-Rlink:

Ri <max
σ2

Q
,β

min{
β

2
log(1 + h2

iDPi1 +
h2
iRPi1

1 + σ2
Q

) +
1− β

2
log(1 + h2

iDPi2),

β

2
log(

(1 + h2
iDPi1)σ

2
Q

1 + σ2
Q

) +
1− β

2
log(1 + h2

iDPi2 + h2
RDPR)} (25)

R1 +R2 < max
σ2

Q
,β

min{
β

2
log(1 + h2

1DP11 + h2
2DP21

+
(h1Dh2R − h1Rh2D)

2P11P21 + h2
1RP11 + h2

2RP21

1 + σ2
Q

) +
1− β

2
log(1 + h2

1DP12 + h2
2DP22),

β

2
log(

(1 + h2
1DP11 + h2

2DP21)σ
2
Q

1 + σ2
Q

) +
1− β

2
log(1 + h2

1DP12 + h2
2DP22 + h2

RDPR)} (26)

where i = 1,2 andσ2
Q is the variance of the relay quantization noise.

Note that though a discretization approach from [17] was adopted and applied to the HD-

MARC, (25) and (26) are the same as the rate regions which werederived directly from

Theorem 1. Leti = 1, the first and the second minimum term of (25) are derived from

(13) and (14), respectively. Similarly, wheni = 2, (15) and (16) result (25). The sum rate

constraint (26) are obtained from (17) and (18).
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Fig. 3: Achievable Rates of GQF and CF based scheme with variant σ2
Q, h11 = h21 = 1, h1R =

3, h2R = 0.5, hR1 = 3, β = 0.5, Pi = 1, where i ∈ {11, 12, 21, 22, R}. For the case of no

relay, sources have powerP1 = P2 = 1.5

Remark 3: Similarly as [17], within the achievable sum rate (26), thetwo min terms are

two functions ofσ2
Q, i.e. I1(σ2

Q) andI2(σ2
Q), respectively. The impact of the different values

of the σ2
Q on the achievable sum rate is shown in the Fig. 3. It can be seenthat, for fixed

β, I1(σ2
Q) is a monotonically decreasing function andI2(σ2

Q) is a monotonically increasing

function. LetI1(σ2
Q) = I2(σ

2
Q), theσ2

Q that maximizes the sum rate can be obtained.

Assumingβ is fixed, different values ofσ2
Q can be selected to maximize the sum rate (26)

or the individual rate (25)

σ2
Qsum =

1 +
h2

1R
P11+h2

2R
P21+(h1Dh2R−h1Rh2D)2P11P21

1+h2

1D
P11+h2

2D
P21

(1 +
h2

RD
PR

1+h2

1D
P12+h2

2D
P22

)
1−β

β − 1
, (27)

σ2
Qindiv,i =

1 +
h2

iRPi1

1+h2

iD
Pi1

(1 +
h2

RD
PR

1+h2

iD
Pi2

)
1−β

β − 1
, (28)

wherei = {1, 2}. For the static MARC, sum rate is a more important rate constraint term than

the individual one since it captures the overall performance the multi-user channel. Therefore,

σ2
Q is usually chosen to maximize (26). However, in the slow fading MARC, when relay has



complete CSI and sometimes choosingσ2
Qindiv,i instead ofσ2

Qsum can reduce the common

outage probability of the GQF scheme.

As reference, the achievable rates based on the classic CF scheme is shown below:

Proposition 2: The following rates are achievable for the Gaussian HD-MARCby using

the classic CF scheme:

Ri <
β

2
log(1 + h2

iDPi1 +
h2
iRPi1

1 + σ2
Q

) +
1− β

2
log(1 + h2

iDPi2), (29)

R1 +R2 <
β

2
log(1 + h2

1DP11 + h2
2DP21 +

(h1Dh2R − h1Rh2D)
2P11P21 + h2

1RP11 + h2
2RP21

1 + σ2
Q

)

+
1− β

2
log(1 + h2

1DP12 + h2
2DP22) (30)

where i=1,2 and

σ2
Q >

1 +
h2

1RP11+h2

2RP21+(h1Dh2R−h1Rh2D)2P11P21

1+h2

1D
P11+h2

2D
P21

(1 +
h2

R1
PR

1+h2

1D
P12+h2

2D
P22

)
1−β

β − 1
. (31)

Remark 4: The sum rate (30) is the same as the first min term of (26) when (31) is satisfied.

Fig. 3 also shows (30) with differentσ2
Q. (31) is the condition that makes CF scheme work.

A smaller value ofσ2
Q meansŶR is a less compressed observation ofYR, and hence a higher

rate ofŶR. On the other hand, the channel between relay and destination requires the rate of

ŶR to be small enough since the compression should be recoveredby the destination.

Notice that if relay uses a good quantizer or relay has a good estimateŶR of YR such that

σ2
Q is less than the right-hand side of (31). Then, a higher sum rate cannot be achieved. This

is due to the channel between relay and destination is limiting the compressed observation

at relay to be recovered at destination. In other words,ŶR has a higher rate than the channel

between relay and destination can support. Thus for smallervalue ofσ2
Q, the sum rate is the

same as the one taken from the constraint condition.

As defined previously,β is the ratio of the two slots taken in each block. The impact ofthe

factorβ on the achievable rates that based on the GQF scheme in the HD-MARC channel is
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shown in Fig. 4 where we assume the same power and channel gainas Fig. 3. It can be seen

that under such a channel state in order to maximize the achievable sum rate the length of

each slot should be carefully chosen. Notice that if the relay quantization random variable

σ2
Q was chosen to satisfy the constraint (31), and then the achievable sum rates based on the

modified classic CF is the same as those based on GQF. As also shown in the Fig. 4, both

GQF and CF schemes outperform the case in which no relay is available in the channel.

The achievable rates of the GQF scheme with optimizedσ2
Q are the same as the classic CF

scheme over Gaussian channels. However, as shown in sectionIII and IV, the GQF scheme

is able to provide significant gain over the CF scheme in the slow fading HD-MARC when

the relay node has only receiver CSI.

IV. COMMON OUTAGE RELATED PERFORMANCE

Based on the achievable rate region result from previous section, the common outage events

and outage probability of the GQF scheme are characterized in this section.



A. Outage Probability of the GQF scheme

Since the source nodes have no access to the CSI,S1 andS2 can only use a fixed rate pair

of (R1, R2) to transmit. The relay node has no CSI of the R-D link, therefore it is not able

to adapt to the channel stateh and choose rateRU accordingly. Instead, the relay can only

use a fixed rate ofRU . In order to do so, the relay chooses the auxiliary random variable ŶR

according toŶR = YR + ZQ. The variance of theZQ is chosen to have

RU = βI(YR; ŶR) = βlog(1 +
1 + h2

1RP11 + h2
2RP21

σ2
Q

). (32)

As every parameter in (32) is known, the relay can choose suchσ2
Q successfully.

The GQF scheme employs the joint-decoding technique at the destination node, thus the

common outage event happens when either one of the conditions (13)-(18) not satisfied.

Define the following sets:

OR1
:= {h : R1 > βI(X11; YD1, ŶR|X21) + (1− β)I(X12; YD2|X22, XR)} (33)

OR1u
:= {h : R1 > β[I(X11, ŶR;X21, YD1) + I(X11; ŶR)]

+(1− β)I(X12, XR; YD2|X22)− RU} (34)

OR2
:= {h : R2 > βI(X21; YD1, ŶR|X11) + (1− β)I(X22; YD2|X12, XR)} (35)

OR2u
:= {h : R2 > β[I(X21, ŶR; YD1|X11) + I(X21; ŶR)]

+(1− β)I(X22, XR; YD2|X12)− RU} (36)

OR12
:= {h : R1 +R2 > βI(X11, X21; YD1, ŶR) + (1− β)I(X12, X22; YD2|XR)} (37)

OR12u
:= {h : R1 +R2 > β[I(X11, X21, ŶR; YD1)

+I(X11, X21; ŶR)] + (1− β)[I(X12, X22, XR; YD2)−RU} (38)

Since in (32),RU has been chosen to satisfy (19), the common outage event is determined



by the aforementioned six sets. The common outage probability of the GQF scheme is:

PGQF
out,common(R1, R2, RU) = Pr{OR1

∪ OR1u
∪ OR2

∪ OR2u
∪ OR12

∪ OR12u
}. (39)

On the other hand, if the relay node has the access to the complete CSI (knowsh), it can

adjustRU according to that specific channel state. The common outage probabilities of the

GQF scheme and the CF scheme are the same in this case and can beshown as:

PCSIT
out = Pr{R1 + R2 > IGQF,sum(h) or R1 > IGQF,1(h) or R2 > IGQF,2(h)} (40)

whereIGQF,i(h), i = 1, 2 andIGQF,sum(h) are the right-hand sides of (25) and (26), respec-

tively.

B. Numerical Examples and Discussions

Two examples of the common outage probabilities as functions of SNR are shown in Fig.

5 and Fig. 6, whereβ = 0.5, sources choosing fixed rate ofR1 = R2 = 1 bit/channel use

and the variances of the channel coefficients in (6)σ2
i = 1 for i ∈ {1D, 2D, 1R, 2R,RD}.

Furthermore, with the power assumptionsP11 = P21 = P12 = P22 = SNR and PR =

SNR/(1 − β), the source nodes and the relay nodes has the same average power in each

block of transmission. The direct transmission scheme is also presented as a reference. In

the direct transmission scheme the relay is assumed to be silent during the whole block

transmission, therefore the system is equivalent to a 2-user half-duplex MAC. The common

outage probability of the direct transmission can be described similarly as (7). The direct

transmission scheme where each of the source node has 1.5 times power is also presented,

which considers the case that the relay keeps silent in the whole block and does not consume

any power. Hence, the overall power consumed by this direct scheme is the same as other

schemes in which the relay transmit in the second block. The outage probabilities of the DF

[19], AF [18] and non-Wyner-Ziv (non-WZ) CF [16] scheme are also shown in the examples



for comparison. The non-WZ CF [16] is a special type of classic CF scheme. Such scheme

employs the successful decoding at the destination but no Wyner-Ziv random binning at the

relay, which simplifies the relay. The non-WZ CF scheme has noworse outage probability

performance than the classic CF scheme as shown in [17]. For simplification purposes, the

non-WZ CF is used for comparing with the GQF in the numerical examples.
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Fig. 5: Outage Probability of the GQF scheme, whereR1 = R2 = 1, β = 0.5 andRU = 3. The

outage probabilities of the CF, DF, AF and Direct-Transmission are shown for comparison

The outage probabilities of the above schemes are shown in Fig.5. It can be seen that

without the R-D link CSI at relay, the non-WZ CF scheme performs significantly worse than

all the other relaying schemes as well as the direct transmission scheme. Notice that the

non-WZ CF scheme even does not provide any diversity gain. Onthe other hand, the GQF,

DF and AF schemes show the diversity advantages of relaying.The GQF scheme with fixed

RU = 3 performs very close to the GQF/CF scheme with complete CSI atrelay. Comparing

with the AF scheme, the GQF scheme outperforms in all SNR regions. The DF scheme has a



smaller value of outage probability in low SNR regions comparing to GQF scheme. However,

in higher SNR regions, the GQF scheme outperforms DF scheme.
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Fig. 6: Outage Probabilities of the GQF scheme and other schemes, whereR1 = R2 = 1,β =

0.5 andRU is optimized for GQF and CF scheme

In Fig. 6, the same outage probabilities for different schemes are shown except that the

GQF scheme is now with optimizedRU . The GQF scheme outperforms DF scheme in all

SNR regions. Without perfect CSI at relay, even with the optimizedRU , the non-WZ CF

scheme is still inefficient. It is due to the successive decoding (Sequential decoding) applied

at the destination. In non-WZ CF scheme, the destination tries to decode the bin index sent

by the relay first, then the compression index with the side information and the sources

messages in the last. If the destination is not able to recover the bin index, it tries to decode

the source messages while treating the signal from the relayXR as interference. Hence,

with perfect CSI, the relay can adapt to the channel and chooses theRU correspondingly.

However, without the perfect CSI, using non-WZ CF scheme become inefficient comparing



to the joint-decoding based GQF scheme.
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Fig. 7: Expected Rates of the different schemes

Only taking the common outage probability as the slow fadingperformance measure has

some limitations. The result can be affected by the fixed ratepair of (R1, R2). In order to gain

further insight on the performance of those relaying schemes, the common expected rate is

discussed. Assumingβ = 0.5, P11 = P12 = P12 = P21 = SNR = 10dB, PR = SNR/(1−β)

andσ2
i = 1 for i = 1D, 2D, 1R, 2R, the common expected rate for the case where the relay

is moving towards the destination by increasing the variance of the R-D linkσ2
RD is obtained

in Fig. 7. It can be seen that for the smallerσ2
RD, the GQF and non-WZ CF schemes converge

to the line which describes the direct transmission scheme.For the largerσ2
RD (relay closes

to destination), the GQF and non-WZ CF schemes outperform DFand AF schemes. The

reason is that if the relay is close to the destination, the CF-based schemes (including GQF,

classic Wyner-ZIv CF, etc) have better performance than theDF-based schemes [3], [4].

Furthermore, the GQF scheme outperforms non-WZ CF scheme and perform close to the

case GQF/CF with complete CSI.



V. INDIVIDUAL OUTAGE RELATED PERFORMANCE

In this section, the individual outage probabilities and the expected sum rates of the GQF

scheme are characterized.

A. Individual Outage of GQF scheme

The individual outage event and outage probability of the GQF scheme are charcterized

in this subsection. Specifically,PGQF
out,indiv1(R1, R2, RU) of the sourceS1 is derived. The

PGQF
out,indiv2(R1, R2, RU) for the sourceS2 can be obtained similarly. Note that since no relay-

to-destination CSI available at relay, it choses a fixed rateRU to transmit in the second slot.

Different choices ofRU will have different impacts on the individual outage probabilities,

which is the same case as the common outage probability in previous section.

From (9) and (11),PGQF
out,indiv1(R1, R2, RU) can be found by

PGQF
out,indiv1(R1, R2, RU) = Preg,1 + Preg,3 = PGQF

out,common(R1, R2, RU)− Preg,2. (41)

Therefore, onlyPreg,2 is needed to obtainPGQF
out,indiv1 asPGQF

out,common(R1, R2, RU) is known

from (39). Given the channel fading stateh, region 2 in Fig. 2 can be characterized by the

following two conditions: 1) the decoder can decode the messageW1 successfully while

treating the signals ofW2 as interference; 2) the decoder can not decodeW2 even with the

successful interference cancelation ofW2, henceW2 is in outage. Define the following sets:

OR1,indiv1,1 := {h : R1 > βI(X11; YD1, ŶR) + (1− β)I(X12; YD2|XR)} (42)

OR1,indiv1,2 := {h : R1 > β[I(X11, ŶR; YD1) + I(X11; ŶR)]

+(1− β)I(X12, XR; YD2)−RU}. (43)

Then the condition 1) corresponds toOc
R1,indiv1,1

andOc
R1,indiv1,2

, whereOc defines a com-

plement set ofO. The previously defined setsOR2
in (35) andOR2u

in (36) describe the
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Fig. 8: Individual outage related performance

condition 2). Thus,Preg,2 is calculated as

Preg,2 = Pr(Oc
R1,indiv1,1

∩ Oc
R1,indiv1,2

∩ OR2
∩ OR2u

). (44)

PGQF
out,indiv1(R1, R2, RU) is then obtained by (41). The individual outage probabilityfor S2,

PGQF
out,indiv2(R1, R2, RU), can be derived in a similar fashion. Applying (12), the expected sum

rate of the GQF scheme based on the individual outage probability is characterized.

B. Numerical Examples

The numerical examples of the individual outage performance are shown in Fig. 8. The

simulation parameters are the same as those in Section IV. Itcan be seen from Fig. 8a

that the individual outage probabilities of the GQF and CF scheme are indeed smaller than

the respective common outage probabilities. Fig. 8b shows the total throughput of the GQF

and CF scheme with individual outage probabilities are significantly higher than those with



common outage probabilities. In addition, the GQF scheme outperforms the CF scheme in

largeerσ2
RD, which once again shows the advantage of using GQF scheme in slow fading

MARC where no CSI of the R-D link available at relay.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the GQF scheme in the slow fading half-duplex Multiple Access Relay

Channel has been studied. First, the achievable rate regions were obtained for the discrete

memoryless channel and the AWGN channel. Then, based on the achievable rate region of

the GQF scheme, both the common and individual outage probabilities and the expected

sum rate were derived. The numerical examples were presented to show the significant gain

obtained by the GQF scheme over the classic CF scheme when therelay has no access to

the CSI of the relay-destination link.

APPENDIX: PROOF OFTHEOREM 1

Assume the source messagesW1 andW2 are independent of each other. Each message

Wi, i ∈ {1, 2}, is uniformly distributed in its message setWi = [1 : 2lRi].

1) Codebook Generation: Assume the joint pmf factors as

p(x11)p(x21)p(x12)p(x22)p(xR)p(ŷR|yR)p(yD1, yR|x11, x12)p(yD2|x12, x22, xR). (45)

Fix any input distributionp(x11)p(x21)p(x12)p(x22)p(xR)p(ŷR|yR), for k = 1, 2, randomly

and independently generate

• 2lRk codewordsxn
k1(wk), wk ∈ Wk, each according to

∏n

i=1 pXk1
(xk1,i(wk));

• 2lRk codewordsxm
k2(wk), w1 ∈ Wk, each according to

∏m

i=1 pXk2
(xk2,i(wk));

• 2lRU codewordsxm
R (u), u ∈ U = {1, 2, . . .2lRU}, each according to

∏m

i=1 pXR
(xR,i(u)).

Calculate the marginal distribution

p(ŷR) =
∑

x11∈X,x21∈X,yD1∈Y,yR∈YR

p(ŷR|yR)p(yR, yD1|x11, x21)p(x11)p(x21),



randomly and independently generate2lRU codewordŝynR(u), each according to
∏n

i=1 pŶR
(ŷR,i(u)).

2) Encoding: To send messagewi, the source nodeSi transmitsxn
i1(wi) in the first slot

andxm
i2(wi) in the second slot, wherei ∈ {1, 2}. Let ǫ′ ∈ (0, 1) . After receivingynR at the

end of the first slot, the relay tries to find a uniqueu ∈ U such that

(ynR, ŷ
n
R(u)) ∈ Tn

ǫ′(YR, ŶR) (46)

whereTn
ǫ (YR, ŶR) is the ǫ-strongly typical set as defined in [8]. If there are more thanone

suchu, randomly choose one inU. The relay then sendsxm
R (u) in the second slot.

3) Decoding: The destinationD starts decoding the messages after the second slot trans-

mission finishes. Letǫ′ < ǫ < 1. Upon receiving in both slots,D tries to find a unique pair

of the messageŝw1 ∈ W1 and ŵ2 ∈ W2 such that

(xn
11(ŵ1), x

n
21(ŵ2), y

n
D1, ŷ

n
R(u)) ∈ Tn

ǫ (X11, X21, YD1, ŶR)

(xm
12(ŵ1), x

m
22(ŵ2), x

m
R (u), y

m
D2) ∈ Tm

ǫ (X12, X22, XR, YD2)

for someu ∈ U.

4) Probability of Error Analysis: Let Wi denote the message sent from source nodeSi, i ∈

{1, 2}. U represents the message index chosen by the relayR. Based on the symmetry of

the codebook construction and the fact that the messagesWi is chosen uniformly fromWi,

the probability of error averaged onWi andU over all possible codebooks is

Pr(ǫ) = Pr(Ŵ1 6= 1 ∪ Ŵ2 6= 1|W1 = 1,W2 = 1). (47)

Define two eventsE0 andE(w1,w2):

E0 := {((Y n
R , Ŷ

n
R (u)) /∈ Tn

ǫ′(YRŶR)), for all u} (48)

E(w1,w2) := {(Xn
11(w1), X

n
21(w2), Y

n
D1, Ŷ

n
R (u)) ∈ Tn

ǫ (X11X21YD1ŶR) and

(Xm
12(w1), X

m
22(w2), X

m
R (u), Y m

D2) ∈ Tm
ǫ (X11X21XRYD2) for someu}. (49)



ThenPr(ǫ) can be rewritten as

Pr(ǫ) ≤ Pr(E0|W1 = 1,W2 = 1) + Pr((E(1,1))
c ∩ Ec

0|W1 = 1,W2 = 1)

+Pr(∪(w1,w2)∈AE(w1,w2)|W1 = 1,W2 = 1), (50)

whereA := {(w1, w2) ∈ W1 × W2 : (w1, w2) 6= (1, 1)}. Assumeβ is fixed, then by

covering lemma [22],Pr(E0|W1 = 1,W2 = 1) → 0 when l → ∞, if

RU > βI(YR, ŶR) + δ(ǫ′) (51)

whereδ(ǫ′) → 0 asǫ′ → 0. By the conditional typicality lemma [22],Pr((E(1,1))
c∩Ec

0|W1 =

1,W2 = 1) → 0 asl → ∞. Through some standard probability error analysis [17], the second

line of (50),Pr(∪(w1,w2)∈AE(w1,w2)|W1 = 1,W2 = 1) → 0, for fixed β = n
l
, 1 − β = m

l
,

if l → ∞, ǫ → 0 and the inequalities (13)-(18) hold. Therefore, the probability of error

P (ǫ) → 0. The proof completes and the achievable rate region is shownin Theorem 1.
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